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Evaluation aad Control of Measwemmts  

Reviewed by Mibon J. Kowalewski, Jr., 221 Orcha~'St., 
Golden, CO 80401. 

REFERENCE: Mamdel, J.. E mluation and Control o f  Mea~ammtenzs, 
Marcel Dekker, htc., New York. 1991, ISBN 0-8247-R53|-2. 

Mandel admits ia the preface that unexpectedly, "*the book is 
unorthodox." The author doesn't apologize became he believes 
that data analysis is in general not aided by applying e~tablished 
statistical techniqemt such as analysis of variance (ANOVA)  and 
covariance. Evalumtion And Control o,f Measurement ghtmld be 
usefut to the expermental  scientist and the stagistk:al ¢mmadtant. 
Each of the thirteen chapters begins with either a taupe  or an 
introduction to the concept and provides a summmy, ¢xmclu- 
sions, or discussion of an example of the concept. The text should 
add a glossary of  terms to assist the readers not familiar with 
statistical terms. 'I'Be following is a synopsis of  each ~ with 
reviewer comments: 

Chapter 1, Memancment and Stattsucs starts with the ~ ive r sa l  
truth that procesaet, especially for manufactured ~ ,  ne- 
cessitates treating measurement as a process. Measqmrlmtents re- 
quire quality control, too. In fact, quality control of products is 
impossible withotd I¢tiable measuring processes. Mamdel leaps 
right into the matlmmatical t reat ise 'by/nuoduei t lg  lectangular 
plots of desired pmlg~ies ,  P and measured dtmaeteliffics, M. 
In addition, Mandel alerts the reader that frequently calibration 
curves are nonlinear. Mandel refers immediately to col/gems of 
reproducibility of  calibration curves, both within lab0¢atmies and 
between laboratories that the author later expmlatg in Chapter 
10, Interlaboratot'y Studies. 

Chapter 2, Bas/c Statistical Concepts as well as their interre- 
lationships are clkaamsed. Frequency distr ibut ion,  ttN variate 
(the variable representing the value of the ~ ) ,  fre- 
quency density, weighted average or mean, vas ian~,  dtanges of 
scale, covariance, cakulations of  correlation ~ ,  and 
combinations of  gamdkm~ variables are introduced ~ e l p ~ n e d  
to differentiate between population parameters and their sample 
estimates. 

Chapter 3, P r e ~ i o n  and Accuracy: The Central Limit Theo- 
rem, Weighting imtmduces the standard error of  the mean that 
is gradually being aggepted as the standard deviation of  tlke mean, 
accuracy and its c o n t r a d i ~ o n  bias. Contrmy to Mandel's 
intent for the text, to develop concepts and r e l a t i o l  Itecessary 
to carry out ~ 1  analysis of experimental data, he dis- 
cusses the central limit theorem because of its great practical 
significance. Mamaglel also shows how weights can he mecl when 
measurements have different precisions. 

Chapter 4, Sougem of Variability describes the distim:fion be- 
tween two common sources of random variability; witllim-group 
and between-gromp effects. Mandel discusses ~ nec- 
essary for ana lym ~ of variance and an alternative m e t h ~  used 
when assumptiom are not satisfied. The author I w e s e ~  a new 

approach developed for the analysis of data classified within and 
between groups. In addition, the concept of accepting consensus 
values originating from various sources of data is offered. 

Chapter 5, Linear Functions of a Single Variable covers three 
common cases of calculation of straight line parameters of cal- 
ibration curves. They are: the classical (where x is without error, 
and the error variance o f y / s  constant); the weighted case (where 
variance of the error of y varies in a known relative fashion); 

the so-called "error-in-variable'" case in which both x and y 
are subject tO error, each with its own constant standard devia- 
tion of error. Formulas and illustrative examples are discussed. 

Chapter 6, Linear Functions of  Several Variables are used to 
provide interpretation of the outcomes of analyses. Regression, 
regressors, orthogonality, and a method intrinsically interesting 
and that can be carried out on a hand held calculator programmed 
for straight line fitting are l~resented. Mandet follows with cot- 
linearity and multicollihearity examples. Effective Prediction 
Domain or E D P  construction is also explained in five distinct 
steps. 

Chapter 7, Stxuctured Two-Way Tables of Measurements uses 
design of  experiment factorial combinations to discuss measuring 
.y at all combinations of two factors x~ and x,. Mandel offers 
good advice in opposition to a popular "'two-way analysis of 
variance" technique and explains why after a sample traditional 
analysis. In addition, the author uses previously developed chap- 
ter sections to illustrate new concepts. He provides a very logical 
and thoroughly documented path to follow for each and every 
concept developed, especially additivity and concurrence. 

Chapter 8, A Fit of High-precision Two-Way Data continues 
Mandel's use of insights gained in previous chapters to repetitive 
table presentation, description, and mathematical explanations 
of  the modified quadratic equation using the Box-Cox (1964) 
transformation to yield data of high precision. 

Chapter 9, A General Treatment of Two-Way Structured Data 
tells the reader to test whether conditions for application of the 
linear model presented in Chapter 7 exist for all rows and col- 
unms of the linear function tables. Mandel proposes a basic 
singular value decomposition (SVD) model that leads to a com- 
plete representation of data by a finite number of terms, and 
very often to a good approximation by a rather small number of 
terms. However,  while all steps presented are extremely simple 
they are time consuming and a computer is practically indis- 
pensable. The author discusses properties eigenvectors and ei- 
genvalues presented earlier in Chapter 6 and his earlier 1982 
work. This chapter adds a third component,  multiplicative in- 
teractions to the analysis of variance additive rows and columns 
discussed in Chapter 7. 

Chapter I0, interlaboratory Studies and the importance of 
controlling the manufacturing process are discussed. Precision, 
accuracy, data analysis and the theoretical flaw of the level-43y- 
level analysis are described as well as outliers, the k-Statistic, 
the h-Statistic, repeatability, and reproducibility as functions of 
level. Mandel applies the row-l/near model developed in earlier 
chapters to study trends not most effectively detectable by the 
h- and k-plots. The author concludes from his presentation and 
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experience that analysis of variance tables. which are generally 
considered "exact" statist~al methods, can be shown to be de- 
fic~ent. In addition. Evduation And Control of Mearurernenrs 
concludes that it is useful to look at data using different statistical 
techniques, that real data seldom follows a single theoretacal 
pattern, and mathematical models may be aesthet~cally satisfac- 
tory. but rarely represent real data sets. 

Chapter I I ,  Contrd Charts are induded to show that they are 
very effective tools for the control of measuring processes. Man- 
del discusses time interval criteria of control charts as well as 
randomization criteria. To judge whether processes are not 
changing .discrete data control charts are presented. 

Chaprer 12. Comparison of Alternative Methods elucidates the 
need to compare metbods expressed in different un~ts to select 
the best method of measurement. Mandel illustsates mathemat- 
ically the experimental determination of sensitivity as a bawc 
measure of uncertainty in conjunction with considerations based 
on economic factors of sampling and testing. 

Chapter 13, Data Analysis: Past, Present. and Future chal- 
lenges the reader to accept the facts that we live In a world of 
unknowns. and can only make reasonable assumptions about 
truth. Mandel propounds that in the future, "data analysis will 
be concerned more and more with useful approximations to the 
truth. with emphasis on the usefulness of inferences rather than 
on their probability values." 

Appendices on Critical Values of h and k at the 1 .O% level. 
0.5 5% level. 0. t % levd; Factors for Control Charts; Areas of the 
Standard Normal Distribution. and Degrees of Freedom Cor- 
responding to the First Three Eigenvalucs for an r x s Table. 
assist the reader in foUowing the author's treatise and using the 
content for personal applications. 

Box. G .  E.  P. and Cox. D. R. (1W). "An Analysis of Transformat~ons. 
JourmI of Rovd S#&d hckty.  Series 0. 26. pp. 2 1 1 - 152. 

Mandel, 1.. "Use of thc Sinylar Vatuc Dearmpositmn In Regressaon 
Analysis," Amencon sUtWibm. 1982, Vd. 36. pp. 15-21. 

Mandel, J .  and Paulc. R. C. "Inrcrlabontory Evaluat~on of a Matenal 
wlth Unequal Number of Replicates," Anolyncuf Chem~srn . Vol 42. 
1970. p ~ .  1194-1197. 

A Sourcebook af S t a d a d s  laformation 
Education, Access and Development 

Reviewed by Howard I.  Fomurn, LL. B., Ph.D.. Atrorney 
and Technical Consultant, Huntingdon Valley, PA I - .  

REFERENCE: Spvak, S. M. and Winsell, K. A.,  Eds., A Sourcebook 
of Sundards Infomtatim: Educarion, Acrcss rvrd Dcrrlopment, G 
K Hall and Company. Boston, MA, 1991, 451 pp.. ISBN 0-8161- 
1948- 1 

If this book were to be rated on-a d c  of 1 to 10. in terms 
3f filling a long-felt need by persons dho have a desire to learn 

the "what. w k n ,  where, why. who. and how of standards," it 
surely would deserve at least a 9.5. 

Following a --written Introduction by the authors. in which 
they set for& tkir mison d'em for the book, to provide a wide 
range of conc+ps directed toward standards infurmation a d  
education, the vdurne is subdivided into six major sectiom. "Zhc 
captions of erl section and the titks of each artick that tbey 
encompass c h d y  advertise the breadth and scope of each work. 

In Pan 1: Skdardization. Tichndogy and ,Sac4cry there arc 
three e x c e l l a  paptrs on Democratic Forms: The Place of Sci- 
entific Societia in Advanced %cties; Standards and Libnry 
Goals; and Standardization and Tecfinology-The Impact on 
Libraries and Archives. 

In Pan 2: -on for Technical StrvrdPrdr and Stan&& 
I n f o m i o n ,  r d k c t i o n  of articks under the following five 
headings treat tk historical and phil-l aspeas of stan- 
dards educatia: Standards Education Today; Standards Engi- 
neering Ed-; Toward the Development of a Mock1 Stan- 
dards C m  im Library and Information Saenccs; Edrroxian 
in Information Systtlns Standards; and Educating Archivim for 
Automation. 

Pan 3: A m  Smubdr and T~hnrcal  lnfonnmdon in Normk 
America is trerbd in four papers starting with Accessing Stan- 
dards lnfonndioa in Canada; Acresung Standards Infonnaioa 
in the United Shtts: Verification, Identification, AcquSJitiat, 
and Technical Assistance; and going on to Documentation and 
Information -ge in the Workl of Standards; and Ekeaonic 
Access to Staarlrdc and Technical Documents. 

Purl 4: Lb&#ng Srndards for Accessibility is devoted to A 
Case Study in rLe Development of a Research-Based Building 
Accessibility StPdard: ANSI-] 17.1 (19&0). 

Under Part E Infomion Erchunge und the Udity of Stan- 
hrdr, seven pqm present a amprcbcnsivt picture of that 
subject under.* bcadngs: An lnuoduction to Library and Ie- 
formation Serrion Technical Standards Literature; Libraries and 
Ac~css t6 lnfollution in an Open Systems Environment; Ar- 
chival A-. Reoords MamgmmU Pnd Complta h; 
Archival i n f m  Exchange and tbe Rok of BiMiograpbic 
Networks; Dam d Documcnt Interchange Standards: A View 
from the N a t d  Archives of Caru&; The Use of StzndnrdE ia 
the Applicatioo at tbc AMC Fonnat; and Museum InfonnrtiOa 
Standards: Propcss and Prospects. 

Last. but c c d d y  not least, is Purr 6: Problems and Promirs: 
Pment and F- Trends in which t h m  contributors pose sonrt 
provocative I- about the Future Directions in S t a n d a r d .  
tion; Problems ad Dangers of Standards; and The Future d 
Standards. 

As if the f o e  topics and their treatments were not emugh 
to satisfy the nrderluser of this splendid reference work, t k r c  
are provided outs tadng supplementary materials, as fa+- 
lows: 

Appcndir A: Recommendations of the Working Grwp on 
Stamdark for M w l  Description (1989) is a compendium of 
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17 recommendationr ranging from "the role arckids should 
play in the d e v t l o p ~ c n t  and implementation of staa&mb" to 
an identification d "at kast six areas in which more 
research and d tvehpaen t  must take plact in ordtr to firlly de- 
vckq  the potentid d archival descripb." 

Apprndir B: SPrrJrdr Infomaion Cm&m in *vbidr tk aames. 
addresses. teltphaPc numbers and other rrkvrnt h h m a t h n  of 
practically every orpnitation in North Amttier rbirL either 
publ~shes or distribrtcs standards is idcntitied. TBis b an ex- 
ceedingly valuable d handy reference for - W g  to 
access standards pbdwed rn tbc United States, C m d &  or with 
the asslstancc or a g n i z a t m n s  in thoK countries, jam& dmut  any 
other country in tbc world. 

Glossary of - -Re led  Terminology, nhieh amtains 
126 dcfin~tmns and id#rtifications of tenns and orgrrrrboos * .  that 
are every day known to  peopk active in t& r a l d  of 
standards. The saaa of each of tbt dtfinitious is #wn. an 
extremely valuable @ax of information as somc will rely 
on the acceptability of definitions puMishtd by ocrt.ia organi- 
zations more tbPn by others. 

And, finally, the rrrtbors have provided an c- com- 
prehensive A d  Standardr BiMiognrphy for N d  Anur- 
ico, followed by brirf mum- of the k k g n x d s  d d of the 
contributors to dw b k .  Even the Index appears to hnc been 
well designed to  mskc finding of topics, organizatbu, d au- 
thors quite facik. 

I f  anyone should wonder why this reviewer hr r the 
book so highly and yet held his nunrericpl rating d it to be 9.5 
instead of a maximom of 10, there a ~ c  two mmtn. fh b partly 
because of the acbmledgment  by the authors (p. 337) m their 

discussion of the bibliography, where they express regret that 
they "have u n h b t e d l y  missed some publications that are wor- 
thy-of iklusion here." and tbat they "welcome information on 
citations or major works that h u l d  be included in a later edition 
of this book." 

This reviewer readily calls to mind at least two references that 
amid have been included in dus text and certainly should deserve 
to  be includcd in that next edition. One is international Sran- 
dor&&n, Tests, C e ~ ~ f i P d o n  and Related Matters, and Their 
Itnpkution Under Trade Agmmcnts Act of 1979. thh  proceed- 
ing of the first major public conference of the United States 
Department of Commwce on the titled subjects. which was held 
in Washington on 15- 16 Ck! .  1980. It covered the general con- 
cept and a number of much broader proposals than the formation 
of a United States Standards Council. which was the subject of 
hearings conducted by the National Institute for Standards and 
Technology in 1990 and all too briefly d e s c r k d  by Albert t. 
Batik in "The Future of StondPrds." p. 291 at 293. The other 
reference that might usefully be included is the story behind the 
formation of International Laboratory Accreditation Confer- 
cncts (ILAC), which is only mentioned briefly in the bibliog- 
raphy. That story can be found in a series of three articles that 
appeared in the Jan./Feb.. MarchjApriI. and MaylJune 1W is- 
sues of &&&& Engineeriry. The teachings of ILAC are the 
foundation of  the mutual recognition of testing results based on 
uationally or  internationally recognized standards that have be- 
come the basis of conformity acceptance and other basic infra- 
structures, such as factory registrations and other arrangements, 
which are becoming more and more essential for international 
trade today. 




